Membrane proteins perform extremely important functions in the cell, but present a significant challenge in the area of structural biology. They are generally more difficult to express and crystallize than globular proteins, and high-resolution NMR is limited in molecular weight and requires that the protein be incorporated into a micelle or other membrane mimetic environment. Despite these difficulties, the number of high-resolution membrane protein structures has dramatically increased in recent years, although they continue to represent just a small fraction of the total number of structures in the Protein Data Bank.

In cases where we have a good high-resolution crystal structure, a molecular description of the function of a membrane protein is usually still lacking. Missing from these structural models are molecular descriptions of alternate protein conformations, conformations that are present in equilibrium, and conformations that represent higher energy or excited states. These conformational states and equilibria are significant, because they represent structural states that may mediate protein function.

In this Account, we will describe a few cases from our own work in which protein conformational exchange has been quantitated and describe how the presence of an equilibrium among protein conformations may bias what is seen in high-resolution crystal structures.

Site-Directed Spin Labeling and Protein Conformational Exchange {#sec2}
===============================================================

Site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) when combined with EPR spectroscopy provides a powerful approach to study protein dynamics and structure, and the interested reader will find a number of excellent reviews on this method that employ both continuous wave and pulse EPR techniques.^[@ref1]−[@ref6]^ Continuous wave EPR spectra from nitroxide labels that are engineered into proteins contain information on fast motions in the 0.1 to 100 ns time scale, and the spectra are known to reflect secondary structure, backbone motion and tertiary contact of the label.^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ Processes such as conformational exchange occur on a much slower time scale, usually in the microsecond to millisecond time scale. Although these slower motions do not modulate the shape of an EPR spectrum, conformational exchange typically places the label in two or more environments where the label executes different motions on the nanosecond time scale. As a result, two or more components representing different modes of motion of the nitroxide side chain are usually seen in the EPR spectrum when a protein segment is in conformational exchange. Monitoring and quantitating these components in the EPR spectrum provides an excellent approach to characterize the energetics and presence of conformational exchange.

Pulse EPR techniques are now routinely used to measure dipolar interactions between pairs of spin labels in proteins. Methods such as double electron--electron resonance (DEER; also referred to as pulse electron double resonance, PELDOR) can yield distances and distance distributions between nitroxide labels with high resolution out to distances of 60 Å or more.^[@ref5]^ This method is being used to characterize membrane protein conformational transitions,^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ to validate crystal structures in membrane environments,^[@ref11]^ and to define the structure of protein complexes.^[@ref12]^ Pulse EPR measurements such as DEER are presently carried out in frozen samples and can reveal structural heterogeneity. Although there is no information on dynamics in these data, protein conformations that are in exchange and significantly populated are expected to result in multiple components in the distance distribution.

To characterize conformational exchange, either from the distance distribution observed by DEER or from motional components that are seen in an EPR spectrum, it is important to verify that these components are in equilibrium and that they arise from protein conformers and not from rotameric states of the spin label. In the following presentation, we discuss two examples where EPR spectroscopy has been used to characterize and quantitate protein conformational exchange. In the final section of this Account, we summarize the general approaches that may be used to identify and quantitate conformational exchange with EPR spectroscopy.

TonB-Dependent Transport {#sec3}
========================

Our interest in protein conformational exchange began with an investigation of a family of highly specific bacterial outer-membrane transport proteins that are believed to derive energy from the inner-membrane electrochemical potential by coupling to the transperiplasmic protein TonB.^[@ref13]^ These TonB-dependent transporters (TBDTs) bind and transport scarce solutes, including various forms of iron, vitamin B~12~, nickel, and carbohydrate.^[@ref14]^ TBDTs are binding sites for phage and they also act as highly specific receptors for colicins, which are protein antibiotics produced by bacteria.^[@ref15]^ This transport system appears to function in the uptake of a broad range of substrates,^[@ref14]^ and in some bacteria as many as 67 putative TBDTs have been identified.^[@ref16]^

Over 40 high-resolution structural models have been generated for 12 different TonB-dependent transporters, including the *Escherichia coli* iron transporters FepA,^[@ref17]^ FhuA,^[@ref18],[@ref19]^ and FecA^[@ref20],[@ref21]^ and the vitamin B~12~ transporter BtuB.^[@ref22]^ TonB-dependent transporters are structurally homologous (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a) and consist of two distinct domains: a β-barrel formed from 22 antiparallel strands and a 135--160 residue N-terminal globular region, which fills the barrel. The substrates for these transporters bind to large external loops, which vary in size among the different transporters. On the periplasmic surface, all TonB-dependent transporters possess a highly conserved energy coupling motif termed the Ton box. The Ton box is a six or seven residue segment located near the N-terminus that interacts with TonB through β-strand pairing.^[@ref23],[@ref24]^ Despite the abundance of high-resolution structures of these TBDTs, the molecular mechanisms that mediate transport remain uncharacterized, as they do for many other transport proteins.

![Substrate-dependent conformational changes in BtuB are not seen in the crystal environment. (a) Crystal structures of the *Escherichia coli* vitamin B~12~ transporter, BtuB, in the apo and ligand bound forms (PDB IDs 1NQE and 1NQH, respectively). BtuB and all TBDTs consist of a 22-standed β-barrel (blue) and an N-terminal core domain (yellow), which fills the barrel. A conserved motif called the Ton box (red) directly interacts with the inner membrane protein TonB. In both the apo and substrate bound crystal forms, the Ton box is folded within the interior of the protein. (b) The nitroxide side chain, R1, is formed by reaction of a methanethiosulfonate label with a reactive cysteine residue. This label is one of several different labels that have been developed for site-directed spin labeling.^[@ref6]^ (c) EPR spectra from BtuB labeled at position 10 in the Ton box (BtuB/V10R1).^[@ref28]^ The substrate induced change in the EPR spectrum is observed in bilayers but is not seen in the environment of the protein crystal. (d) Crystal structure of BtuB/V10R1 in the presence of substrate (PDB ID 3M8D).^[@ref28]^ The label is in tertiary contact within the protein interior, consistent with the EPR spectra in panel c. All structures were rendered using PyMol (Schrödinger, Portland, OR). Panels c and d reproduced from ref ([@ref28]). Copyright 2010 Biophysical Society.](ar-2014-00228s_0001){#fig1}

EPR Spectroscopy Reveals Structural States That Are Not Observed by Crystallography {#sec4}
===================================================================================

In the *Escherichia coli* vitamin B~12~ transporter BtuB, SDSL indicates that interactions between BtuB and the inner membrane protein TonB are initiated by a transmembrane signaling event, where substrate binding on the extracellular surface of BtuB unfolds the Ton box^[@ref25],[@ref26]^ so that it projects up to 30 Å into the periplasmic space.^[@ref27],[@ref28]^

Spin labels, such as the nitroxide side chain R1 (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b), yield EPR spectra that report upon the state of the Ton box, and in bilayers, EPR spectra from the Ton box clearly reveal this unfolding transition (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). The unfolded Ton box is highly disordered and is likely to interact with TonB through a process resembling a fly casting mechanism,^[@ref29]^ where interactions with TonB are enhanced by the dynamic state of the Ton box. Remarkably, no evidence for this transition is found when the apo and ligand bound crystal structures of BtuB are compared (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a); and in these structures, the Ton box remains folded in the protein interior in the presence of substrate. Consistent with this result, the substrate-dependent transition is not observed by EPR when the spin-labeled protein is removed from the bilayer and crystallized under the same conditions as those used to obtain the structures. Diffraction of the spin labeled protein crystal of BtuB (Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}d) also indicates that the Ton box and its associated spin label remain folded within the interior of the protein in the presence of substrate and that the incorporation of the spin label into the Ton box does not significantly perturb the structure of the Ton box or the core of BtuB.^[@ref28]^ Thus, the two methods, EPR and crystallography, are in agreement provided the measurements are made under the same experimental conditions.

Why Is the Structural Transition in the Ton Box Seen in Bilayers but Not Observed in the Protein Crystal? {#sec5}
=========================================================================================================

By use of both EPR and protein crystallography, the source of the differences between bilayer and crystal conditions have been determined.^[@ref28]^ There appear to be two environmental factors that play a significant role in the case of the BtuB Ton box, and both act to alter the energy of the folded state relative to the unfolded state. The first factor involves the solutes or precipitants used in crystallography, and the second is the crystal lattice itself.

In protein crystallography, solutes or combinations of solutes are used as precipitants, and they help drive the protein out of solution to produce a protein crystal. In membrane protein crystallography, poly(ethylene glycol)s (PEGs) are frequently used as precipitants usually in combination with salts. Poly(ethylene glycol)s belong to a family of solutes sometimes termed stabilizing osmolytes, and there is significant literature on the effect of these solutes on protein stability and activity.^[@ref30]−[@ref32]^ These solutes are excluded from a region around the protein interface that is accessible to water. This exclusion, which may simply be due to the size of the solute, requires energy, and as a result these osmolytes raise the energy of the protein and reduce its solubility.^[@ref33]^ Solutes such as PEGs are known to increase the stability of a protein in its native form relative to its unfolded form and can even be used to refold proteins that are destabilized by mutagenesis. This stabilization occurs because solutes such as PEGs raise the energy of the unfolded (more hydrated) form relative to the folded (native) form. The action of stabilizing osmolytes such as PEGs is in contrast with the effect of solutes such as urea and guanidinium. These destabilizing solutes interact with the protein and help solubilize the protein in solution, thereby stabilizing the unfolded state relative to the native state.^[@ref33]^

A careful examination of the EPR spectra from the BtuB Ton box indicates that there are two motional components in the spectra that represent the folded and unfolded states, and it is possible to demonstrate that these states exist in equilibrium as depicted in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}. Shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}b is a titration of the EPR spectrum from the BtuB Ton box with increasing concentrations of PEG 400 beginning with the substrate bound state. The narrower component in the EPR spectra results from the unfolded state of the Ton box and decreases with increasing PEG concentrations, while the broader component results from the folded state of the Ton box and increases with PEG addition. From these spectra, the free energy difference between folded and unfolded forms may be determined and plotted as a function of solution osmolality. A linear behavior with a negative slope is expected and observed, where the slope is related to the solvent accessible surface area that is unfolded during the conformational transition. In the case of PEG 400, the free energy of this structural transition is altered by 0.7 kcal/mol per molal of solute, which is in rough agreement with the expected change in hydrated surface area.^[@ref34]^

![The BtuB Ton box is in conformational exchange. (a) When substrate is bound, the Ton box (in red) is in equilibrium between folded and unfolded states. (b) Titration of BtuB/V10R1 with PEG 400 shifts the equilibrium from the unfolded to the folded state (seen as components *m* and *i* in the EPR spectra), and the energy to unfold the Ton box (−*kT* ln(*K*)) increases in a linear fashion as the solution osmolality, π, is increased.^[@ref34]^ (c) Pressure has opposite effect on the Ton box equilibrium, and it promotes Ton box unfolding (unpublished). In this case, the Ton box in BtuB is partially destabilized by an R14A mutation. Fitting the conformational energy change with pressure yields the volume change, Δ*V̅*^0^, and isothermal compressibility change, Δβ̅~T~, during the Ton box unfolding transition.^[@ref52]^](ar-2014-00228s_0002){#fig2}

As mentioned above, the crystal lattice also plays a role in the Ton box equilibrium. As seen in Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, the substrate-dependent unfolding is largely blocked for BtuB in the protein crystal. In fact, careful examination of the EPR spectrum from the crystal indicates that a small fraction of the Ton box unfolds in the presence of substrate (representing less than 0.5% of the total spins). From the change in equilibrium when BtuB is moved from the bilayer to the crystal environment, the free energy of this conformational equilibrium is estimated to shift by about 3 kcal/mol.^[@ref28]^ To determine the contributions made by the lattice, the EPR spectrum of the labeled BtuB, V10R1, may be recorded in the crystallization buffer under conditions where the protein concentration is lowered and protein crystals do not form. A comparison of this spectrum with those obtained from bilayer and crystal environments indicates that about half of this 3 kcal/mol energy change is due to the solute conditions and about half is due to the crystal lattice. Since the protein--protein contacts in the unit cell are made with the BtuB β-barrel and do not sterically interfere with the Ton box unfolding, interactions made by BtuB within the protein lattice of the crystal must act to lower the energy of the folded state of Ton box.

Thus, both the solutes used in protein crystallography and the crystal lattice act to alter the energetics of the Ton box equilibrium in BtuB, and both factors act to stabilize the least hydrated or the most compact form of the Ton box. Conformational exchange and crystallization conditions also account for differences observed between the detergent and cubic (*meso* phase) structures of BtuB.^[@ref35]^

Are the Solute Effects Seen for the BtuB Ton Box Unique, or Do They Extend to Other Sites and Membrane Proteins? {#sec6}
================================================================================================================

In the case of BtuB and related TBDTs, the effects of solutes have generally been observed in regions of the protein that function in molecular recognition.^[@ref35]^ In addition to the Ton box in BtuB, the Ton box in FecA is also highly sensitive to solutes, and this segment in FecA appears to be in conformational exchange between a state where it is interacting with or dissociated from an N-terminal transcriptional regulatory motif.^[@ref36]^ The loop regions of TBDTs are also highly sensitive to solutes such as PEGs.^[@ref37]^ Shown in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}a are EPR spectra recorded for site 188 in the second extracellular loop of BtuB. In the apo state, the EPR spectrum is characteristic of that expected from a loop that is dynamic. When Ca^2+^ (a coligand of vitamin B~12~) is bound to BtuB, the spectrum changes indicating that motion of the label is more ordered and motion in the loop is dampened. When PEG3350 is added together with Ca^2+^, the spectrum broadens and the nitroxide side chain comes into tertiary contact with another region of the protein.

![Conformational heterogeneity in the extracellular ligand binding loops of BtuB. (a) X-band EPR spectra from T188R1, which is located in the second extracellular loop of BtuB, in the apo state and in the presence of calcium and calcium with the addition of 30% w/v PEG 3350.^[@ref37]^ (b) Positions and allowable conformers of the R1 label at sites 399 and 188 in BtuB. Position 399 is in the barrel and does not exhibit changes in line shape with substrate or PEG addition. The label conformers and the expected distance distribution (blue trace in part c, second panel) were calculated using the PYMOL plug-in MTSSL Wizard,^[@ref38]^ which takes into account steric constraints imposed by the structure but does not otherwise bias label conformers based upon torsional potentials or experimentally populated rotamer states.^[@ref53]^ (c) Distance distributions obtained by DEER between 399R1 and 188R1 in the apo state, in the presence of Ca^2+^, and in the presence of Ca^2+^ with 30% w/v PEG 3350 (top to bottom, respectively).^[@ref37]^ The expected distance distribution in the Ca^2+^-bound state based upon the corresponding crystal structure PDB ID 1NQG is shown (blue trace, center panel). The error bars in the distribution represent fits that have an RMSD within 15% of the best solution. All DEER data were analyzed with the software package DeerAnalysis.^[@ref54]^](ar-2014-00228s_0003){#fig3}

In BtuB, distance distributions have been measured using DEER between sites on the loops and positions in the barrel. These measurements provide information on conformational heterogeneity in the loops, and Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c shows distributions measured between sites 188 and 399 (Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}b). The distribution is broad in the apo state and distances range from 15 to 40 Å. In the presence of Ca^2+^, the distribution narrows with the most populated distance near 30 Å. The predicted distance distribution based upon the Ca^2+^-bound crystal structure may be estimated from the sterically accessible label conformers that are compatible with the crystal structure.^[@ref38]^ As seen in Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}c, the peak distance measured experimentally for Ca^2+^-bound BtuB is about 7 Å longer than that predicted from the crystal structure, suggesting that the bilayer structure samples a more open state than that seen in the protein crystal. Addition of the precipitant PEG3350 alters the distance distribution so that shorter distances are more highly populated, and the most populated distance observed in the presence of PEG3350 (24 Å) is close to that predicted based upon the crystal structure (23 Å).

These EPR measurements indicate that the ligand binding loops of these TBDTs exist in multiple conformations and that these conformations are in equilibrium. Moreover, observations on these transporters indicate that crystal structures of transporters and other dynamic membrane proteins represent one compact substate among an ensemble of conformers that are normally sampled by the protein.

Conformational Exchange in the Membrane Fusion Machinery {#sec7}
========================================================

Membrane fusion is mediated by SNAREs (soluble *N*-ethylmaleimide-sensitive factor attachment receptor proteins). In neuronal exocytosis, syntaxin 1A and SNAP25 are plasma membrane associated SNAREs that assemble with the vesicle membrane SNARE synaptobrevin into a four-helical bundle that drives neurotransmitter release.^[@ref39]^ The core SNARE complex is extremely stable, but assembly of these SNARE proteins is highly regulated and coordinated, so that membrane fusion is rapid and precisely timed. Conformational fluctuations in syntaxin may control SNARE assembly, which is believed to take place in an N-to C-terminal direction in the SNARE forming motifs. As a result, some of our work on the fusion process has been focused on the structure and dynamics of syntaxin.

Syntaxin appears to be in equilibrium between two forms: an open form, where the segment that participates in SNARE complex formation, the H3 motif, is dissociated from the regulatory Habc domain, and a closed form, where the H3 motif is associated with the Habc domain (see Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a). Distance measurements from the H3 to the Habc domain made by DEER indicate that the central portion of the H3 domain is largely in a closed configuration when the soluble fragment of syntaxin is examined. However, when full-length membrane reconstituted syntaxin is examined, pulse EPR demonstrates that the configuration of the protein is different and predominantly in an open state.^[@ref40]^ This difference in behavior with environment likely occurs because of the weak tendency of the SNARE forming heptad repeats (which are laterally amphipathic) to associate with the membrane interface.^[@ref41]^

![Conformational heterogeneity in the neuronal SNARE protein syntaxin 1A. (a) Syntaxin 1A is believed to exist in an open--closed equilibrium, where the H3 motif (yellow) can be either associated with or dissociated from the regulatory Habc domain (magenta). (b) The crystal structure of the syntaxin 1A/munc18-1 complex (PDB ID 3C98), where syntaxin is in a closed conformation and the H3 motif is resolved and folded along the Habc domain; pairs of labels were placed across syntaxin to make distance measurements between the H3 and Habc regions and along the H3 motif.^[@ref40]^ (c) Distance distributions obtained for 52R1/210R1 in full length membrane reconstituted syntaxin in the absence (green trace) and presence of munc18 (red trace); the blue trace shows the prediction based upon the munc18/syntaxin crystal structure. (d, e, f) distance distributions obtained in the presence of munc18 for syntaxin(1--262) for 105R1/216R1, 151R1/196R1, and 196R1/228R1, respectively; the blue trace shows the distance distribution predicted based upon the munc18/syntaxin crystal structure.](ar-2014-00228s_0004){#fig4}

The formation of the core SNARE complex is inhibited by munc18-1, which stabilizes syntaxin 1A in its closed conformation.^[@ref42]^ Munc18 is an important regulatory protein that is required for membrane fusion. It appears to function in part as a chaperone, preventing syntaxin from aggregating or assembling until the SNARE complex is ready to be assembled. Shown in Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b is the crystal structure of syntaxin in association with munc18, and Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}c shows the distance distributions measured by DEER between sites 52 and 210, which are located on the Habc and H3 domains, respectively. In the absence of munc18, the configuration is open (green trace), but the distribution changes dramatically when munc18 binds syntaxin (red trace). The expected distribution that is based upon the syntaxin/munc18 crystal structure (blue trace) closely matches the experimental distribution, where the slight overestimate in distance is within the uncertainty of the prediction.

On the C-terminal end of syntaxin, the measured distances also match the prediction, as is seen for measurements between sites 105 and 216 (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}d). However, at the N-terminal end of syntaxin the EPR measurements yield different and more heterogeneous distance distributions than those expected. Measurements between sites 151 and 196 yield much longer distances than those expected (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}e) and measurements along the length of the H3 segment between 196 and 228 yield both shorter and longer distances than expected (Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}f). These differences suggest that the N-terminal end of syntaxin (but not the central part and C-terminal end) is present in conformations much different than those in the crystal structure and may be sampling multiple conformational states. This conclusion is supported by the continuous wave EPR spectra, which show multiple motional components that can be interconverted by titration with a stabilizing osmolyte such as sucrose.^[@ref40]^

An interesting possibility now being explored is whether conditions or other regulatory proteins that are thought trigger fusion, such as munc13, alter conformational heterogeneity or exchange in the N-terminal region of syntaxin. To trigger fusion, it may not be necessary to dissociate the H3 motif completely, it may only be necessary to enhance fluctuations at the N-terminus or bring the other SNARE partners into close proximity to the more dynamic syntaxin N-terminus.

General EPR-Based Approaches To Investigate Conformational Exchange in Proteins {#sec8}
===============================================================================

At least three approaches based upon EPR may be used to determine the presence of an equilibrium between protein conformations. These include the use of SDSL and stabilizing osmolytes, electron relaxation rate measurements using saturation recovery EPR, and the application of high hydrostatic pressure. As indicated above, the EPR spectra from spin-labeled proteins are frequently composed of two or more motional components that result from the label being present in two or more environments. These components may result from different rotameric states of the label or they may reflect protein conformational exchange. These three approaches also provide a means to distinguish rotomeric from conformational exchange.

Site-directed spin labeling in combination with stabilizing osmolytes is a general approach that may be used to investigate protein conformational exchange. Components in the EPR spectrum that are due to different label rotameric states are not sensitive to osmolytes such as sucrose, whereas components due to protein conformational exchange are.^[@ref43]^ A careful study in myoglobin has used this approach to map out dynamics in this protein and demonstrated that the results are consistent with measurements made by NMR.^[@ref44]^ Saturation recovery EPR is a method that allows one to make a direct measurement of the nitroxide spin-lattice relation time (T1e), and it provides a different approach to characterize conformational exchange.^[@ref45]^ If protein conformational exchange is present, multicomponent EPR spectra will yield multiexponential saturation recovery curves, and the approach will also yield an estimate for exchange lifetimes that take place within the 1 to 70 μs time scale. Rotameric exchange will often yield a single exponential in the recovery curve as observed for labels on the surface of the BtuB barrel.^[@ref46]^ Protein conformational exchange is also typically slower than rotameric exchange, having a lifetime that is on order of tens of microseconds or longer.^[@ref47]^

High hydrostatic pressure in combination with EPR spectroscopy is being explored as a method to characterize protein conformational substates. High hydrostatic pressure is well-known to denature proteins and to place proteins in excited conformation states, because both of these forms occupy less volume than does the native state.^[@ref48]^ Conformers in equilibrium will also be sensitive to pressure, and pressure should populate the more disordered state. As shown in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c pressure has an effect that is opposite that of stabilizing osmolytes on the BtuB Ton box, and it acts to shift the equilibrium in this segment toward the more disordered unfolded state. Pressure may also be used to distinguish rotameric equilibria from protein conformational exchange. As seen in Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}c, ln **K**(*P*) is not linear in pressure, which is a result of a significant isothermal compressibility change (Δβ̅~T~) for this exchange process; however for rotameric exchange ln **K**(*P*) is linear with pressure because Δβ̅~T~ is close to zero in these cases.^[@ref49]^ An exciting possibility is the use of high pressure to trap protein conformations in excited states that may reveal the details of structural transitions that mediate protein function. More details on how these experiments are set up and how experiments such as DEER are made at high pressure using pulse EPR have been described.^[@ref6],[@ref50],[@ref51]^
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